
To boost the flavor of electromagnetics, we accompanied many problems with short Matlab code acting as a 
calculator and result illustrator. We completely ignored the description of algorithms behind the codes 
because they are often quite complicated and required ample, very sophisticated as well as abstract 
mathematical specifics poorly helping to understand the physical picture. Such approach lets us shift the focus 
from the often emasculated and practically fruitless problems primarily based on math transformations to 
more complicated but close to practical tasks. We hope that it helps to visualize typically invisible EM fields 
and stimulate in-depth analysis and the following discussion of the fundamental principles. Projecting images 
onto a big screen, the lectures may organize whole class conversation making the audience to be significantly 
engaged. These scripts are for people who have never programmed in Matlab before. 
We cheer our readers to look through Matlab scripts to discover and sophisticate the algorithm embedded in 
them. We encourage to use the student edition of MATLAB and CST STUDIO SUITE® to get enhanced 
problem understanding. Sorry for compact transcription of scripts that is dictated by the blog environment.  
A better readable version of scripts will be sent to you upon request left on the Contact page.  
 
Attention. Regrettably, copy and paste into Matlab Command Window saves appropriate Matlab 
format just in Chrome Web Browser. You have to restart https://emfieldbook.com/ in 
https://www.google.com/ if your browser is different. 
 
 
Twisted LG (Laguerre-Gaussian) Circularly Polarized Beam. The following Matlab script illustrates the 

fundamental results published in the papers1. Please 
refresh the material in Sections 3.1.7 – 3.1.8 in Chapter 
3 and Section 5.1.3 in Chapter 5. If the math does not 
puzzle you read the paper to understand better the 
physics behind the twisted EM-waves. Copy, paste, 
and run the script below into Matlab Command 
Window entering p = 0 and l = 0 (so-called Gaussian 
beam or TEM00 mode). Be patient waiting for the 

results letting Matlab finish numerical simulation. The full screen Figure 1 depicts the intensity distribution 
of LGpl mode of circular polarization (CP) in two cross section, XY-plane while Z = 0 (beam excitation cross 
section) and ZY-plane, X = 0. The colorbar on the right shows the magnitude distribution. Figure 2 pictures 
the phase profile in two cross section, XY-plane while Z = 0 (beam excitation cross section) and XY-plane, 
Z = -1. Plot in Figure 3 demonstrates Poynting’s vector distribution in three cross sections and the trajectory 
(white helix) of this vector as the Left-Handed beam moves up from Z = 0 to Z = 12. Figure 4 portrays the 

                                                           
1 L. Allen , M.J. Padgett, “The Poynting vector in Laguerre-Gaussian beams and the interpretation of their 
angular momentum density,” Optics Communications 184 (2000), pp. 67-71, 
 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9d79/9b2a07633150cea8aa52bbf92d9c5d563a20.pdf   
L. Allen, M. W. Beijersbergen, R. J.C. Spreeuw, and J.P. Woerdman, “Orbital angular momentum of light 
and the transformation of Laguerre-Gaussian laser modes,” Physical Review A, 45(11), 1992, pp 8185 – 8189, 
http://www.science.uva.nl/research/aplp/eprints/AllBeiSpr92.pdf   
2 We know that the energy flux and velocity of EM-waves are closely related to their Poynting’s vector (check 
Section 3.1.6 in Chapter 3). It can be expected that not a rectilinear motion of Poynting’s vector along the 
helical path should slowdown the twisted beam propagation even in vacuum. This remarkable slow-light 
effect (on the order of several femtoseconds) that depends on twisted beam structure was proven 
experimentally and reported by F. Bouchard et al., “Observation of subluminal twisted light in vacuum,” 
Optica Letter, Vol. 3, No. 4, 2016. Besides, we might speculate comparing the Pointing’s images in Figures 
3 and 7 that this velocity is not the same for the right- and left-handed beams.      
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normalized to 𝜔𝜔𝜀𝜀0 magnitude of Poynting’s vector z-component, while Figure 6 and 7  represents the 
normalized in the same way OAM and SAM components, respectively. Figure 7 is equivalent to Figure 3 but 
characterizes the Right-Handed beam.  

close all; clc; clear; N=50;  
p=input('Enter radial integer index p >= 0     ') 
l=input('Enter azimuthal index l, positive or negative integer ') 
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(linspace(-1,1,N)); dhxy=4/N; dhz=4/N; r=sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2); phi=atan2(Y,X); z=Z; 
lambda=1; sf=299792458; k=2*pi/lambda; zR=16/k; omega=sf/k; 
C=sqrt(2*factorial(p)/(pi*factorial(p+l))); w_z=sqrt(2*(zR^2+z.^2)./(k*zR)); 
L_a_n=laguerreL(p,abs(l),2*r.^2./w_z.^2); a=(sqrt(2)*r./w_z).^abs(l).*exp(-r.^2./w_z.^2).*L_a_n; 
b=exp(-1i*k*r.^2.*z./(2*(zR^2+z.^2))-1i*1*phi); 
c=exp(1i*(2*p+abs(l)+1)*atan2(z,zR)-1i*k*z); beam=C*a.*b.*c./w_z; 
f1=figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); hold on 
h=slice(X,Y,Z,abs(beam),[],[],0); set(h,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hs=slice(X,Y,Z,abs(beam),0,[],[]); set(hs,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hc=colorbar; view(3); box on; colormap('jet(32)'); 
title({'\bfIntensity Distribution of Propagating Laguerre-Gaussian Beam',... 
    ['{\itp} = ',num2str(p),', {\itl} = ',num2str(l)]}) 
ylabel(hc,'\bfMagnitude Distribution'); hold off; xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); zlabel('\bfZ-axis') 
f2=figure; movegui(f2,'southwest'); hold on;  colormap('jet(32)'); 
h=slice(X,Y,Z,atan2(imag(beam),real(beam)),[],[],0); set(h,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hs=slice(X,Y,Z,atan2(imag(beam),real(beam)),0,[],[]); set(hs,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hs=slice(X,Y,Z,atan2(imag(beam),real(beam)),[],[],-1); set(hs,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hc=colorbar; view(-28,16); box on; title('\bfPhase Distribution of Propagating Laguerre-Gaussian Beam') 
ylabel(hc,'\bfPhase Distribution [radian]'); hold off 
sigma=1; %left-handed  
S_r=k*r.*z.*abs(beam).^2./(z.^2+zR^2); 
[Gx,Gy,Gz]=gradient(r,dhxy,dhxy,dhz); [Gux,Guy,Guz]=gradient(abs(beam).^2,dhxy,dhxy,dhz); 
Orbital=l*abs(beam).^2./r; Spin=0.5*sigma*(Gux./Gx+Guy./Gy); S_phi=Orbital-Spin; Sz=k*abs(beam).^2; 
Sx=S_r.*cos(phi)-S_phi.*sin(phi); Sy=S_r.*sin(phi)+S_phi.*cos(phi); SSl=sqrt(Sx.^2+Sy.^2+Sz.^2);  
f3=figure; movegui(f3,'northwest'); hold all; colormap('jet(32)');  
camproj perspective; box on; light; camlight('left'); sx=0.01; sy=0.01; sz=0+0*sx; 
hs = slice(X,Y,Z,SSl,0,0,0); alpha(hs,0.6); set(hs,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none') 
colormap('jet(16)'); hhh=streamline(X,Y,Z,Sx,Sy,Sz,sx,sy,sz); set(hhh,'LineWidth',4,'Color','w') 
title({'\bfLeft-Handed Laguerre-Gaussian Beam'; 'Poynting Vector Density [W/m^2]'}) 
camlight; lighting gouraud; view(-125,36);  
f4=figure; movegui(f4,'northeast'); hold all; colormap('jet(32)');  
h1=slice(X,Y,Z,abs(Sz),[],[],0); set(h1,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hc=colorbar; view(3); box on;  
title('\bfNormilized Linear Momentum (OAM)') 
ylabel(hc,'\bfNormilized LM'); hold off 
sigma=-1; %right-handed  
S_phi=Orbital+Spin; Sx=S_r.*cos(phi)-S_phi.*sin(phi); 
Sy=S_r.*sin(phi)+S_phi.*cos(phi); SSr=sqrt(Sx.^2+Sy.^2+Sz.^2);  
f5=figure; movegui(f5,'southeast'); hold all; colormap('jet(32)');  
camproj perspective; box on; light; camlight('left');  
sx=0.01; sy=0.01; sz=0+0*sx; 
hs = slice(X,Y,Z,SSr,0,0,0); alpha(hs,0.6) 
set(hs,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none') 
colormap('jet(16)') 
hhh=streamline(X,Y,Z,Sx,Sy,Sz,sx,sy,sz); set(hhh,'LineWidth',4,'Color','w') 
title({'\bfRight-Handed Laguerre-Gaussian Beam'; 'Poynting Vector Density [W/m^2]'}) 
camlight; lighting gouraud; view(3);   
Ror=Orbital; Rsp=Spin;  
f6=figure; movegui(f6,'north'); hold all; colormap('jet(32)');  
h1=slice(X,Y,Z,abs(Ror),[],[],0); set(h1,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hc=colorbar; view(3); box on;  
title('\bfNormilized Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM), Left-Handed Beam') 
ylabel(hc,'\bfNormilized OAM'); hold off 
f7=figure; movegui(f7,'south'); hold all; colormap('jet(32)');  
h1=slice(X,Y,Z,abs(Rsp),[],[],0); set(h1,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none'); 
hc=colorbar; view(3); box on;  
title('\bfNormilized Spin Angular Momentum (SAM), Left-Handed Beam') 
ylabel(hc,'\bfNormilized SAM'); hold off 
 
 



Bouncing back and forth Electric and Magnetic Energy in LC Resonance Circuit.3 Please refresh the 
material in Sections 3.2.4 – 3.2.5 and Figure 3.3.2 in Chapter 3. Copy and paste 
Matlab script below in your computer Matlab directory saving it as LCcircuit.m, for 
example. To get the required animation gif.file go to https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-
uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and 

1. Click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers over the 
icon Tuned_circuit_animation_3.gif and choose ‘Preview.’  

2. Enjoy the animation and then click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers over 
the animation images and choose the option ‘Save image as’ in the same directory where you have saved the 
file LCcircuit.m.  

3. Go to Matlab Edit Window and open file LCcircuit.m and push Run button . 7 plots appear consecutively 
on the screen. The titles provide information about the status of electric We - and magnetic Wm - energy at 
some moment of time between 0 and T/2. Here T is the period of harmonically oscillating voltage and current. 
As usual, 𝑇𝑇 = 2𝜋𝜋/𝜔𝜔0 and  𝜔𝜔0 = 1 √𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿⁄  is the resonance angular frequency. Compare these plots with shown 
in Figure 3.2.2 in Chapter 3. 

close all; clc; clear 
for k=1:7 
     [img,map] = imread('Tuned_circuit_animation_3.gif','frames',k); 
     if k==1 
        f1=figure; movegui(f1,'northwest'); 
        imshow(img,map); title('Capacitor is Fully Charged, {\itt} = 0, W_e = max, W_m = 0,') 
     elseif k==2 
        f2=figure; movegui(f2,'north');  
        imshow(img,map); title('W_e = W_m') 
     elseif k==3 
        f3=figure; movegui(f3,'northeast');  
        imshow(img,map); title('W_m >> W_e') 
     elseif k==4 
        f4=figure; movegui(f4,'southwest'); 
        imshow(img,map); title('Capacitor is Fully Discharged, {\itt} = T/4, W_m = max, W_e = 0') 
     elseif k==5 
        f5=figure; movegui(f5,'south'); 
        imshow(img,map); title('W_m >> W_e') 
     elseif k==6 
        f6=figure; movegui(f6,'southeast'); 
        imshow(img,map); title('W_m = W_e') 
     else 
        f7=figure; movegui(f7,'center'); 
        imshow(img,map); title('Capacitor is Fully Charged, {\itt} = T/2, W_e = max, W_m = 0') 
     end        
     pause(1) 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
3 Script is based on animation file from https://wikivisually.com/wiki/RLC_circuit  
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Cavity Resonator of Rectangular Shape. Please refresh the material in Sections 3.2.4 – 3.2.5 in Chapter 3. 
For the sake of simplicity, the rectangular cavity with the dominant mode (so-
called TE110, look through Section 6.6.4 in Chapter 6) of the lowest resonance 
frequency was chosen. Perfectly conductivity of cavity walls is presumed. 
The energy from the generator (not shown) enters the resonator through the 
small hole (not shown in the drawing) slotted in any of side walls and supports 
the undamped oscillation of EM-field inside the cavity at any frequency.  But 
according to Lorentz’s Reciprocity Theorem (Section 3.4.3 in Chapter 3), 
some part of that energy crossing the hole should return back to the generator. 
Such energy exchange means that in equation (3.68) of Chapter 3   𝑃𝑃Σ(𝜔𝜔0) ≠
0. Consequently, the resonator loaded quality factor 𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is a finite value. It 

was assumed that a = 45mm, b = 23mm, while cavity height = 10mm, and  𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 10. You may change any 
or all of these parameters editing the first line of the script below where a = ax, b = ay, and  𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = Q  
 
close all; clc; clear; ax=45; az=10; ay=23; Q=10; N=40; mu0=pi*4e-7; eps0=8.85e-12; 
x=linspace(-ax,ax,N)/2; y=linspace(-ay,ay,N)/2; [X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);  
omega_t=linspace(-pi,pi,N)*2; [A,B]=min(abs(omega_t-pi/2)); lambda0=2*ax*ay/sqrt(ax^2+ay^2); 
for j1=1:N; Ez(:,:,j1)=cos(pi*X/ax).*cos(pi*Y/ay)*sin(omega_t(j1)); 
        Bx(:,:,j1)=-(pi/az)*cos(pi*X/ax).*sin(pi*Y/ay)*cos(omega_t(j1)); 
        By(:,:,j1)=(pi/ax)*sin(pi*X/ax).*cos(pi*Y/ay)*cos(omega_t(j1));  end; 
Mz=max(abs(Ez(:))); Mx=max(abs(Bx(:))); My=max(abs(By(:))); f1=figure; movegui(f1,'northwest'); 
for j1=1:N-1;  hs=surf(X,Y,Ez(:,:,j1)); xlim([-ax,ax]/2); ylim([-ay,ay]/2); zlim([-1,1]*Mz); box on;  
        xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfMagnitude'); ylabel('\bfY-axis') 
        title('Ez(x,y,t) vs. Time and Coordinates'); pause(0.1); delete(hs); end 
zArrow = [-1 1 1 1.2 1 1 -1]*Mz; yArrow = [-0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0 0.2 0.1 0.1]*5;   
xArrow = 0*yArrow; surf(X,Y,Ez(:,:,B),'FaceAlpha',0.8); box on; hold on         
hArrow = fill3(xArrow,yArrow,zArrow,[1 0 0]); xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfMagnitude'); ylabel('\bfY-axis') 
title('Ez(x,y,t) vs. Time and Coordinates');   
f2=figure;   
for j1=1:N-1; surf(X,Y,Bx(:,:,j1)); xlim([-ax,ax]/2); ylim([-ay,ay]/2); zlim([-1,1]*Mx); box on;  
        title('Hx(x,y,t)'); xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfMagnitude'); ylabel('\bfY-axis') 
        pause(0.1); end 
xArrow = [-1 1 1 1.2 1 1 -1]*ax/2; yArrow = [-0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0 0.2 0.1 0.1]*10;  
zArrow = 0*yArrow; surf(X,Y,Bx(:,:,N),'FaceAlpha',0.8); hold on     
hArrow = fill3(xArrow,yArrow+ay/2,zArrow,[1 0 0]); hArrow = fill3(-xArrow,yArrow-ay/2,zArrow,[1 0 0]); 
xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfMagnitude'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); title('Bx(x,y,t) vs. Time and Coordinates'); view(-56,50);  
f3=figure; movegui(f3,'northeast');  
for j1=1:N; surf(X,Y,By(:,:,j1)); xlim([-ax,ax]/2); ylim([-ay,ay]/2); zlim([-1,1]*My); box on;  
        title('By(x,y,t) vs. Time and Coordinates '); view(-37,53); xlabel('\bfX-axis');  
        zlabel('\bfMagnitude'); ylabel('\bfY-axis');  pause(0.1); end; 
yArrow = [-1 1 1 1.2 1 1 -1]*ay/2; xArrow = [-0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0 0.2 0.1 0.1]*10;  
zArrow = 0*yArrow; surf(X,Y,By(:,:,N),'FaceAlpha',0.8); hold on 
hArrow = fill3(xArrow-ax/2,yArrow,zArrow,[1 0 0]); hArrow = fill3(xArrow+ax/2,-yArrow,zArrow,[1 0 0]); 
xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfMagnitude'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); 
title('By(x,y,t) vs. Time and Coordinates');  view(-37,53) 
f4=figure; movegui(f4,'southwest'); Alpha=linspace(-1,1,2*N+1); Q=10; 
for j2=1:2*N; Mag(j2)=1/sqrt(1+Q^2*Alpha(j2)^2); Ez(:,:,j2)=Mag(j2)*cos(pi*X/ax).*cos(pi*Y/ay); 
    h=mesh(X,Y,abs(Ez(:,:,j2)));  xlim([-ax,ax]/2); ylim([-ay,ay]/2); zlim([0,1]*Mz); box on; 
    title('\bfRelative Magnitude of E_z vs. {\delta\omega}/{\omega}_0') 
    xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfRelative Magnitude of E_z'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); pause(0.2); delete(h) 
end; mesh(X,Y,abs(Ez(:,:,2*N))); xlim([-ax,ax]/2); ylim([-ay,ay]/2); zlim([0,1]*Mz); box on;  
xlabel('\bfX-axis'); zlabel('\bfRelative Magnitude of E_z'); ylabel('\bfY-axis') 
title('\bfRelative Magnitude of E_z vs. {\delta\omega}/{\omega}_0')  
Alp=Alpha(1:end-1); Wm_We=Alp+1; 
f5=figure;  movegui(f5,'south'); hold on; 
plot(Alp,Mag,'b',Alp,Wm_We,'r',Alp,1+0*Mag,'--g',0*Alp,Alp+1,'--k'); grid minor 
plot(Alp,0.707+0*Mag,'m-.',1/(2*Q)+0*Alp,0.707*Mag,'m-',-1/(2*Q)+0*Alp,0.707*Mag,'m-') 
title(['\bfW_e/W_m vs. {\delta\omega}/{\omega}_0, {\lambda}_0 = ',num2str(lambda0),'mm']) 
xlabel('{\delta\omega}/{\omega}_0'); ylabel('\bfRelative Magnitude of W_e/W_m and E_z') 
legend('Magnitude of E_z', 'Magnitude of W_e/W_m','Location','Best'); text(-1,0.717,'\bf0.707') 
text(-0.8,0.5,'\bfW_e/W_m < 1, ~ Inductance, '); text(0.2,1.4,'\bfW_e/W_m > 1, ~ Capacitance') 
 
The assumed dominant mode TE110 has the only one component of E-field 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧~ cos(𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 𝑎𝑎⁄ ) cos (𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 𝑏𝑏⁄ ) (check 
the coordinate system position and boundary conditions, and then explain the cosine dependence on 

 



coordinates). Using Maxwell’s equations and expression (A.34) in Appendix find the components of H-fields. 
Copy, paste, and run the script below into Matlab Command Window. The red arrows depict the orientation 
of field vector. 
 
The Field at Sharp Edges of Metal Cube. Please review Sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.4 in Chapter 3. The current 

project is built on CST STUDIO SUITE model of perfectly 
conducting (PEC) cube illuminated by a plane wave. The 
cube sizes are a = b = c = 40 mm, frequency = 250MHz. 
The orientation of the incident E-and H-vector field is 
pictured on the left. If you don’t want to run CST or don’t 
have access to it, merely observe the pictures below and run 
the animation files from the cloud storage (see URL below). 
The model demonstrates that the edge effect is not a myth. 
The intensity of all E- and H-components normal to sharp 
edges tend there to infinity (check expressions (3.77) and 
(3.78) in Chapter 3).  

To get the required CST files, go to https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and:  
1. Click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers over the icon Cube.cst and choose 
Download. Then click the left/prime button on the mouse while cursor hovers over the icon of downloaded 
file restarting by that CST and opening the project.  
2. If you wish to avoid CST simulation, click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers 
over the icon Cube_AbsCurrent.gif and choose Preview to open animation or Download if you wish to store 
this file to your computer. Repeat this procedure copying the file Cube_Current_Vector.gif.  

Beneath you can find several pictures illustrating the numerical simulation. Figure 1 depicts the 3D H-field 

density distribution [W/m2] on the cube surface whereas Figure 2 shows the same but for E-field energy. 
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the surface current 𝑗𝑗𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. All values are normalized to the peak and shown 
in dB between (-1) – (-20) dB. Acquire the same plots running CST and play with them to get a better 
understanding. Create and enjoy the animation of the surface current vs. time (like Cube_Current_Vector.gif) 
and surface current magnitude (like Cube_AbsCurrent.gif). Make similar animations for the energy of H- and 
E-fields on the cube surface. 
Now is the time to check your understanding and explain the simulation p you have watched at the screen.  
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The Field at Sharp Edges of Metal Cone. Please review Sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.4 in Chapter 3. The current 
project is built on CST STUDIO SUITE model of perfectly 
conducting (PEC) cone illuminated by a plane wave of 250 
MHz (𝜆𝜆 = 1.2m). The cone height was chosen h = 160mm, 
the bottom radius R = 40mm, i.e. greatly less than the 
wavelength. The orientation of the incident E-and H-vector 
field is pictured on the left. The model demonstrates that 
the edge effect is not a myth.  The intensity of all E- and H-
components normal to sharp tip of cone tend to infinity 
nearby (check expressions (3.77) and (3.78) in Chapter 3). 
Note that a cone possesses the highest possible singularity 
r-1  (see Table 3.1 in Chapter 3) as soon the ratio R/h →0. 

To get the required CST files, go to https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and:  
1. Click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers over the icon Cone.cst and choose 
Download. Then click the left/prime button on the mouse while cursor hovers over the icon of downloaded 
file restarting by that CST and opening the project.  
2. If you wish to avoid CST simulation, click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers 
over the icon Cone_SurfCurrent.gif and choose Preview to open animation or Download, if you wish to store 
this file to your computer. Repeat this procedure copying the file Cone_VectorH.gif.  

Beneath you can find several pictures illustrating the CST numerical simulation. Figure 1 depicts the 3D E-

force lines [V/m] around the cone tip whereas Figure 2 shows the distribution of H-field energy on the cone 
surface. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the surface current 𝑗𝑗𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [A/m] at some moment of time. All values 
are normalized to their peak and shown between (-5) – (-15) dB in Figures 1 and 2 as well as between (-2) – 
(-15) dB in Figure 3. Acquire the same plots and animations running CST and play with them to get a better 
understanding.  
Now is the time to check your understanding and explain the simulation p you have watched at the screen.  
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Influence Conductive Surface Curvature on Electric Charge and Current Distribution. Please review 
Sections 3.3.3 in Chapter 3.  A tri-axial PEC ellipsoid, 
probably, is one of the best objects to demonstrate this 
effect. Its semi-major axis was chosen as a = 40mm, b = 
80mm, and c = 160mm. If so, the equation of this ellipsoid 
shown on the left is (𝜋𝜋 𝑎𝑎⁄ )2 + (𝜋𝜋 𝑏𝑏⁄ )2 + (𝑧𝑧 𝑐𝑐⁄ )2 = 1. E-
field vector of an incident plane wave of 250MHz is 
parallel to the z-axisthe. Poynting’s vector S [W/m2] is 
normal to the wavefront. Figure 1 below is the reminder of 
how the radius of curvature is defined. The curvature radius 

R(x,y) is calculated using equation from http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Ellipsoid.html and depicted in the 
figure below. The spots on the ellipsoid surface mark the position of RMax = 380mm (yellow) and RMin = 
20mm (red) of that radius and clearly RMax >> RMin. Note there are two sports with relatively low curvature 
radius R(0,±80) = 80 (rosy). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To get the required CST files, go to https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and: 
1. Click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers over the icon Ellipsoid.cst and choose 
Download. Then click the left/prime button on the mouse while cursor hovers over the icon of downloaded 
file restarting by that CST and opening the project.  
2. If you wish to avoid CST simulation, click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers 
over the icon Ellipsoid_SurfCurrent.gif and choose Preview to open animation or Download, if you wish to 
store this file to your computer. Repeat this procedure copying the file Ellipsoid_Current_Vector.gif.  

Beneath you can find several pictures illustrating the CST numerical simulation. Figure 1 depicts the strength 
of E- fields [V/m] on and nearby the ellipsoid whereas Figure 2 shows E-force lines on the ellipsoid surface 
and nearby. Figure 3 demonstrates H-force lines on the ellipsoid surface. Figure 4 depicts the magnetic energy 
density [J/m3] on the surface of the ellipsoid.  Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the surface current 𝑗𝑗𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [A/m] 
at some moment of time. All values are normalized in dB to their peak and shown between (-2) – (-15) dB.  
 
Now the time comes to check your understanding explaining the results of the simulation. If you answered 
correctly furthermost of following questions, there is hope you can easily recognize most absurdities in your 
real projects. So run CST model, open ‘e-field (f=0.25)’ directory on Navigation Tree, click ‘Abs,‘ and adjust 
colorbar to dB(max) and scale Min = -15 and Max = -2 (or any other as you wish). Get the image close to 
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shown in Figure 1 - 5 using the option ‘Fields on Plane’ and ‘Cross Section A’ (top toolbar) and the ellipsoid 

position using the bottom bar  . 

Explain first of all the meaning and orientation of Poynting’s vector S of a plane wave. How much power 
carrying this wave? 
1. Explain the location of the highest strength of E-fields (red top areas in Figure 1) on and around the ellipsoid 
surface. Are they located where the radius of curvature is minimal or maximal? 
2. Do the electric charges or conduction currents reach the maximum in these areas?  
3. Check if E-field solution satisfies the boundary condition clicking ‘Normal’ and ‘Tangential’ in ‘e-field 
(f=0.25)’ directory (see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2). What can be said about E-force lines’ orientations on the 
ellipsoid surface? Do they have to be normal or tangential to this surface? 
4.   Now click again on ‘e-field (f=0.25)’ directory and get E-force lines image (like Figure 2). Does this plot 
match with your answer to the previous question? Mark the polarity of electric charges on the ellipsoid service. 
What kind of force maintains such separation? 
5. What boundary conditions must H-field vector (get Figure 3) satisfy on the ellipsoid surface? Is this vector 
lying in XY-plane normal or tangential to this surface? May we expect a relatively high concentration of 
magnetic energy somewhere around the ellipsoid or on its surface? 
6.  Click on ‘Mag. Energy Dens.’ directory in Navigation Tree and choose the option ‘h-energy (f-0.25)’ to 
get the image like shown in Figure 4. How could you explain the appearance of the high level of magnetic 
energy along the ellipsoid rib? Does the magnetic energy spike exceed the same peak of electric energy in 
Figure 2 of not (Hint. Think about the curvature radius)? What happens if 𝑎𝑎 → 0 and the ellipsoid takes the 
shape of an elliptical disk?   
7. What kind of singularity can be expected for the field normal to the disk edge as a = 0? (Hint. Look through 
Table 3.1 in Chapter 3) 
8. Click on ’Surface current’ directory in Navigation Tree and choose the option ‘surface current (f=0.25)’ to 
get the picture similar to the depicted in Figure 5 and explain how the strength and direction of the current 
depend on EM-field of the plane wave. Whose components of this field induce the surface current on a metal 
surface? How to explain that the density of this current drops practically to zero on the flat surface of ellipsoid? 
9. Click on film strip above ‘Animate Fields’ to activate the current animation in the time domain (or run the 
file Ellipsoid_Current_Vector.gif you have a copy before). Discuss with your team and instructor the current 
circular rotation. 
10. Go to option ‘Abs’ in ’Surface current’ directory and click again on film strip above ‘Animate Fields’ to 
activate the magnitude of current animation in the time domain (or run the file Ellipsoid_Current_Vector.gif 
you have a copy before). Discuss this movie with your team and instructor the current movement. 
11. Continue your research getting new results and trying to elucidate them. 
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Smith Chart from Scratch. Please read Section 3.4.1 in Chapter 3 paying primary attention to the complex 
reflection coefficient concept and its connection to the impedance definition that bypasses the voltage and 

current introduction. If you wish the professionally looking chart 
like shown on the left, download and run Matlab script from  
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/1923-
smith-chart-plot.  
The Matlab script below illustrates no more than the drawing 
procedure behind this genius chart and consists of several 
animated steps: 
1. Creation of the uniform polar grid imitating the reflection 
coefficient  |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒|𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(red rotating vector) with the step of 0.1 for 
0 ≤ |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒| ≤ 1 (passive circuit) and 𝜋𝜋/18 for 0 ≤ 𝜑𝜑 ≤ 2𝜋𝜋. 
2. Red marker connection of the points that correspond equal 
normalized resistance 𝑅𝑅 ≥ 0. 
3. Marker connection of the points that correspond to equal 
normalized inductive (blue) and capacitive (magenta) 
reactance |𝑋𝑋| ≥ 0.  

Copy, paste and run the script below into Matlab Command Window. Please be patient and let the script 
finishes the drawing. 
 
clear, clc, close all; N1=11; N2=37; AbsG=linspace(0,1,N1); phi=linspace(0,2*pi,N2); 
[AG,Phi]=meshgrid(AbsG,phi); Gamma=AG.*exp(1i*Phi); ReG=real(Gamma); ImG=imag(Gamma);  
f1=figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); hold on; xlabel('\bfReal Part of \Gamma');  
ylabel('\bfImaginary Part of \Gamma'); grid minor;  title('\bfSmith Chart'); axis ([-1 1 -1 1]); 
plot(AbsG,0*AbsG,'--k'); plot(0*AbsG,AbsG,'--k'); plot(-AbsG,0*AbsG,'--k'); plot(0*AbsG,-AbsG,'--k') 
ht(1)=text(1,0,'\bf\phi=0^o','FontSize',20); ht(2)=text(0,1,'\bf\phi=90^o','FontSize',20); 
ht(3)=text(-1,0,'\bf\phi=180^o','FontSize',20); ht(4)=text(0,-1,'\bf\phi=270^o','FontSize',20); 
for i=2:N1; for j=1:N2; scatter3(ReG(j,i),ImG(j,i),AG(j,i),5+i*AG(j,i),'r'); hq=quiver(0,0,ReG(j,i),ImG(j,i),1,'Color','r'); 
        xx=[0 ReG(j,i)].'; yy=[0 ImG(j,i)].';  axis ([-1 1 -1 1]); pause(.01); delete(hq); axis equal; end; end 
surf(ReG,ImG,ones(size(ReG)),'FaceAlpha',0.01); view(2); axis ([-1 1 -1 1]); delete(ht); axis equal  
phi1=linspace(0,2*pi,73); R=linspace(0,1,6); rho=1./(1+R); cent=R.*rho; 
for jj=1:6; for ii=1:length(phi1); x=rho(jj)*cos(phi1(ii))+cent(jj); y=rho(jj)*sin(phi1(ii)); 
         if ii==37; text(x,y,['\bfR=',num2str(R(jj))]); end; plot(x,y,'*r'); pause(0.1); end; end 
R=1./R; rho=1./(1+R); cent=R.*rho; 
for jj=5:-1:2; for ii=1:length(phi1); x=rho(jj)*cos(phi1(ii))+cent(jj); y=rho(jj)*sin(phi1(ii)); 
         if ii==37; text(x,y,['\bfR=',num2str(R(jj))]); end; plot(x,y,'*r'); pause(0.1); end; end 
text(-.6,0.4,'\bfINDUCTIVE REACTANCE X > 0','FontSize',20,'Color','b')  
text(-.6,-0.4,'\bfCAPACITIVE REACTANCE X < 0','FontSize',20,'Color','m')  
X=linspace(1e-3,1,6); rho=1./X; cent=rho; psi=2*atan2(1,X); 
for jj=1:6; phi2=linspace(pi/2+psi(jj),3*pi/2,N2); for ii=1:N2; x=rho(jj)*cos(phi2(ii))+1; 
         y=rho(jj)*sin(phi2(ii))+cent(jj); if ii==6; text(x,y,['\bfX=',num2str(round(X(jj),2))]); end  
         plot(x,y,'o','MarkerSize',4,'MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerEdgeColor','b'); 
         if jj>1; if ii==6; text(x,-y,['\bfX=',num2str(-round(X(jj),2))]); end;  
         plot(x,-y,'o','MarkerSize',4,'MarkerFaceColor','m','MarkerEdgeColor','m'); end; pause(0.05); end;  end 
X=1./X; rho=1./X; cent=rho; psi=2*atan2(1,X); 
for jj=5:-1:2; phi2=linspace(pi/2+psi(jj),3*pi/2,N2); 
       for ii=1:N2; x=rho(jj)*cos(phi2(ii))+1; y=rho(jj)*sin(phi2(ii))+cent(jj); 
         if ii==6; text(x,y,['\bfX=',num2str(round(X(jj),2))]); end  
         plot(x,y,'o','MarkerSize',4,'MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerEdgeColor','b'); 
         if ii==6; text(x,-y,['\bfX=',num2str(-round(X(jj),2))]); end  
         plot(x,-y,'o','MarkerSize',4,'MarkerFaceColor','m','MarkerEdgeColor','m'); 
         pause(0.05); end; end; axis ([-1 1 -1 1]); 
 
1. What kind of parameter forms the uniform polar grid on Smith Chart (SC)? 
2. Why the magnitude of the reflection coefficient never exceeds 1 in passive circuits? 
3. What is a relationship between the complex impedance and reflection coefficient? Is this relationship is 
one-to-one? If not, why is it? 
4. How to define the characteristic impedance in [Ohms] and normalize the complex impedance? Why the 
normalization is typically required? 
5. In what units are the characteristic and normalized impedance measured? 
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6. We know that the impedance in the circuit theory mainly expresses as the ratio between voltage and current. 
May we expect that the definition through the reflection coefficient coverts to the same numerical values? If 
no, why is it? 
7. Find on SC the point where |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒| = 0. What is the value of |𝑋𝑋| and 𝑅𝑅 at this point? 
8. Find on SC the points where R = 0 (short circuit) and 𝑅𝑅 = ∞ (open circuit). 
9. Find on SC all the points where |𝑋𝑋| = 0 and write down the expression connecting the reflection coefficient 
and resistivity for that case. What is the phase of the reflection coefficient? 
10. Radio engineers dealing with microwave circuit measurements broadly use parameter VSWR (Voltage 
Standing Wave Ratio, page 210) = (1 + |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒|) (1 − |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒|)⁄  to describe the circuit performance. Prove the 
noteworthy fact that R = VSWR as 𝑅𝑅 ≥ 1 and R = 1/VSWR as 𝑅𝑅 ≤ 1. Therefore, the circles of equal 
resistivity R can be replaced by the circles of equal VSWR. 
11. How to modify the SC if our goal is to use the concept of admittance Y instead of impedance Z? Prove that 
actually, SC keeps its image untouched switching only the location of inductive and capacitive admittance. 
12. Find on SC the circle corresponding to 𝑅𝑅 = 1. Explain why this circle crosses the polar coordinate system 
origin. What is the reflection coefficient at this sport? What does Poynting’s Theorem tell us about the energy 
balance? 
13. Find the points on SC where R = 0 and ∞, X = 0 and ∞. What is the reflection coefficient corresponds to 
these spots? 
14. Might we apply SC if the circuit includes some active elements? Think about SC modification and the 
way to do it.  
If you wish to know about SC applications in engineering practice read the classic book of Phillip H. Smith 
“Electronic Applications of the Smith Chart: In waveguide, circuit, and component analysis (Electromagnetics 
and Radar)”, 2nd Edition, 2000, https://www.amazon.com/Electronic-Applications-Smith-Chart-
Electromagnetics/dp/1884932398, or Richard Chi-His Li, “RF Circuit Design,” 2nd Edition, Wiley, 2012, or 
https://books.google.com/books?id=uOMDz5pmbdQC&dq=impedance+curve+moves+clockwise+with+fre
quency++Smith+chart&source=gbs_navlinks_s  
 
Foster’s Reactance Theorem. Ladder-Type Network. Please refresh the material of Section 3.4.2 in 

Chapter 3. The Matlab script illustrates the impedance 
traces over frequency put on SC for several simple reactive 
circuits like series and parallel resonance contour. One 
more example is their combination loaded by a resistor as 
the example of a two-element band-pass filter. Using 
symbolic input, you can simulate the frequency response 
of shown below ladder-type network versus the complex 

frequency 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔. YY(m) is the normalized input 
admittance in mth  circuit cross section. 
To get the required Matlab scripts, go to https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and then 

1. Click the right/secondary button on the mouse while the cursor hovers over the icon SmithChartLadder.m, 
choose Download and save the file in your Matlab directory.  

2. Start numerical simulation opening SmithChartLadder.m file in Editor Window and pushing Run button   
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Now type n = 1 to get the SC image on the left, All three impedance arcs look like the curls of different 
curvature radius and origin (arrowed lines from the origins). Make sure that the impedance moves clockwise 
around the curvature origin (black spots) as the frequency shifts from Low F to High F. This fact has been 
indicated in Section 3.4.3 as one of the tools to check physical consistency of the results of analytical or 
computer simulations.  
1. Find on SC the trace reflecting the resonance contour of 𝑍𝑍 = 𝑝𝑝ℒ + 1 𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿⁄  and make sure that Foster’s 
Theorem holds. 
2. Why are all points of this impedance located on a circle of the unit radius? What is the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient for this impedance? Prove your answer analytically inversing (3.89).  
3. Find on SC the trace belonging to parallel resonance contour of 1/𝑍𝑍 = 𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 + 1 𝑝𝑝ℒ⁄  and make sure that 
Foster’s Theorem holds. 
4. Why are all points of this impedance located on a circle of the unit radius? Prove your answer analytically 
using (3.89). 
5. Find on SC the trace of 𝑍𝑍 = 𝑝𝑝ℒ + 1 𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿⁄ + 1 (1 + 𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 + 1 𝑝𝑝ℒ⁄ )⁄  and notice the remarkable event that the 
impedance variations shrink and |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒| ≤ 0.3, i.e. the reflection coefficient squeezes inside the circle of radius 
of 0.3 (instead of 1 as before).  
6. The circuit in question 5 includes reactance elements and resistor, i.e. it is not no-loss. Check and comment 
on the fact that Foster’s Theorem holds as the impedance moves around the curvature centers (two black 
points). 
7. Find the resonance frequency of the circuit in question 5 (Hint. X = 0 at this frequency). Draw the circuit 
connections and prove that |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒| = 0 at the resonance frequency. Where does the incoming from generator 
power go and dissipate? 
Restart Matlab script and enter 𝑛𝑛 =2. Chebyshev band-pass filter (check Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 in Chapter 
8) was chosen to illustrate the ladder-type circuit. Command Window displays the analytical expressions for 
the normalized to the end load R impedances and admittances as well for the circuit total input admittance 
and complex reflection coefficient.  Figure 1 depicts (black points) the normalized impedance trace on SC as 
frequency f varies from 450 MHz (bottom first marker) to 550 MHz (top last marker). Animated Figure 2 on 
the left shows the same impedance around SC origin and includes all impedance sports inside the circle |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒| ≤
0.1. Figure 3 on the right demonstrates the filter frequency characteristic |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒(𝑓𝑓)|.  
8. Check the segments of impedance trace where Foster’s Theorem holds for sure and explain why. 
9. Watch how the impedance in Figure 2 consistently moves clockwise as the frequency shifts from lowest to 
highest. 
10. Correlate plots in Figures 1 and 3 and explain what part of the impedance data correspond to the low level 
of  |𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒(𝑓𝑓)|.  
11. Fill free to edit the script to satisfy your curiosity in circuit design. We are going to come back to this script 
to illustrate Section 8.4 in Chapter 8. 
 
Finally, you might test your own design of the ladder-type network and recognize the results of the simulation. 
Inductances ℒ should be entered in [H], capacitances in [F], R in [Ohms] and frequency in [MHz]. If you are 
looking for filter parts values, visit http://www.wa4dsy.net/filter/filterdesign.html to get them. Restart Matlab 
script, enter any number (𝑛𝑛 ≠ 1,2), and follow the instruction on the screen. 
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Lorentz’s Reciprocity Theorem. Please refresh the material of Sections 3.4.3 – 3.4.5 in Chapter 3. It looks 
agonizing to demonstrate this theorem numerically modeling two even the 
simplest radiators separated by far-field distances of not thousands of 
wavelengths but only hundreds of them. The main obstacle is the enormous sizes 
of mesh structure that the conventional computers cannot handle and process. So 
four sets of files have been created running CST. All files are stored in 
https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE). Go there and click 
subsequently on the icon Document and DipoleLorentz. 

1. Half-wavelength electric dipole radiates the relatively long RF-pulse with 
Gaussian envelope and spectrum (1 – 1.5) GHz (saved as Dipole4IN and 
Dipole4RN). Measurement setup is similar to shown in Figure 3.4.4a where the 

dipole emits the field 𝐸𝐸1 that includes its near- and far-fields. 
2. The same dipole receives the relatively long RF-pulse with Gaussian envelope and spectrum (1 – 1.5) GHz 

(Dipole5PN and Dipole5RN) emitted by a plane wave coming from far-away. Measurement setup is similar 
to shown in Figure 3.4.4b where the plane wave imitates the far-field 𝐸𝐸2 reaching the domain V1. 

3. The same dipole radiated the relatively short RF-pulse with Gaussian envelope and broad spectrum (0.5 – 
10.5) GHz (Dipole1PW and Dipole1RW). 

4. The same dipole receives the relatively short RF-pulse with Gaussian envelope and spectrum (0.5 – 10.5) 
GHz emitted by the far-away plane wave (Dipole2PW and Dipole2RW). 
Please download all these text files from https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and save 
them in a newly created your computer file directory named, for example, Dipole. Then download Matlab file 
DipoleTimeDomain into the same directory. Go to Matlab Edit Window, open DipoleTimeDomain.m and 
run it clicking Run button . Six plots will appear on the screen. Figure 1 (bottom left) illustrates the shape 
of the voltage pulse transmitted by the dipole (red line with markers) and being the superposition of incident 
from the generator and reflected back pulses. Figure 2 (bottom center) shows the voltage pulse at the dipole 
feed points induced by the plane wave coming from infinity. Figure 3 (bottom right) is the comparison of the 
transmitted and received pulses. The family of top figures depict the same information but for short Gaussian 
pulses. If you like to check all results and get new ones double click on the image dipole.cst from 
DipoleLorentz directory to start CST project. Inspecting the screen plots answer the questions. 
1. Explain how Lorentz’s Reciprocity Theorem in integral form is connected to Poynting’s theorem and 
Poynting’s vector. (Hint. Look at expression (3.103) and (3.104). What are the meaning and unit dimension 
of each term? 
2. What does it mean the polarization match? 
3. What is the idea behind the scalar form of Lorentz’s Reciprocity Theorem and its relationship with passive 
network theory? Can we assert looking at plots in Figure 3 that Lorentz’s Theorem holds? 
4. Now inspect the top set of figures illustrating the dipole performance for the case of the broadband signal. 
Explain the reasons why the shape of transmitted and received by the same dipole signals are so different. 
Please bring to mind the near-field structure for both cases. Look carefully at the plots in Figure 5, compare 
them and check that almost 𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙~𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕⁄  as it follows from (3.109).  
5. Describe the anechoic chamber and antenna pattern measurement procedure. 
6. Illustrate the transmit and receiving antenna reciprocity based on Figure 3.4.9 in Chapter 3. 

One more CST time-domain model 
TwoDipoleLorentzBroadBand.cst was developed to examine 
Lorentz’s Reciprocity and deviation (3.109) from it using setup 
depicted in Figure 3.4.4 and assuming that the spectrum of 
short Gaussian RF (duration ~0.14ns) signal extends from 
0.5GHz to 20.5GHz. Two parallel electric dipoles (lines with 
red spots in the center) l = 100mm length of each were placed 
at a distance of L = 2 000mm ≫ 𝑙𝑙. This CST file 
TwoDipoleLorentzBroadBand is located in 

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AjtsKS-uvNP1avsbUFY9UsxLVVE and might be downloaded from there. But keep in 
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mind that numerical simulation takes a long time and grabs large CPU memory. By the way, why is it? The 
figure below depicts CST run results showing the signals 𝑈𝑈1(𝑉𝑉1, 𝜕𝜕),𝑈𝑈1(𝑉𝑉2, 𝜕𝜕),𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈1(𝑉𝑉1, 𝜕𝜕)/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕.  

 Meanwhile, on every single frequency, the expression (3.108) holds, i.e. 𝑍𝑍21 = 𝑍𝑍12 as the figure below 
demonstrated it. 

Open the directory DipoleLorentz and watch the animation of EM-waves propagating from dipole 1 to dipole 
2 and vice versa.  
 
7. May the wave emitted by dipole 1 and reaching dipole 2 be considered as a segment of a plane wave (look 
through Section 4.2.2 in Chapter 4 and page 182)? 
8. Comment and explain all the results. 

 

 


